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Abstract. The cause of mass organizations and youth groups is an important part of the party's 
cause, strengthening the party committee's organizational lead for the work of mass organizations 
and youth groups is an important content of strengthening and improving the work of the party's 
mass organizations and youth groups in the new era and the new situation. In this paper, taking 
creation and practice of the student party branch in school of materials science and engineering of 
Wuhan University of Technology as an example, on the basis of the student community 
organization, we established the party branch to carry the joint construction of the party and the 
youth league, and researched the theoretical system, constructing principle, support content, and 
operation mode of the party and the youth league cooperation in colleges and universities, so as to 
provide useful experience for further enhancing students' basic party in colleges and universities. 

The Significance of the Party and Youth League Cooperation 

The Party and Youth League Cooperation is the Objective Requirement of Training New 

Era Generation  

“The opinions of the CPC central committee on strengthening and improving the work of the 
party's mass organizations” clearly point out that "the development path of the mass organizations 
of Chinese characteristics socialism is the only way for the mass organizations to keep pace with the 
times and to grow stronger. Those strengthening the party committee's organizational lead for the 
work of the mass organizations, promoting the reform and innovation of the mass organizations and 
enhancing their vitality are important contents of strengthening and improving the mass 
organizations work of the party under the new situation. According to the report of the 18th national 
congress of the communist party of China (CPC), party committees should be strengthened in 
organizing and leading the work of mass organizations and youth groups, improve the system and 
mechanism of leading mass organizations in party building, and make leading mass organizations 
an important part of the responsibility system for party building [1]. 

The cause of the communist youth league is an important part of the party's cause, the youth mass 
foundation for the party's governance and the future of the party and the country. Since the 18th 
national congress of the communist party of China (CPC), the CPC central committee taking 
comrade XI Jinping as the core has attached great importance to the work of the communist youth 
league (cyl), made solid progress in the reform of the cyl, strengthened ideological guidance, served 
the needs of the youth, strengthened organizational vitality, and cultivated batch after batch of new 
youth to shoulder the great responsibility of national rejuvenation.  
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Party and Youth League Cooperation is the Realistic Need to Stimulate the Organization 

Vitality 

Under the new situation and environment, party building in colleges and universities faces new 
opportunities and challenges. First, the development standard of party members is single: most 
colleges and universities adopt the credit system as the basis for the reform of teaching management 
mode in colleges and universities. The main assessment standard is the development of individual 
learning achievement, instead whether the development object has the basic political literacy such 
as "four consciousness". Second, the foundation of the masses is not solid: under the credit system 
reform, the common phenomenon of students in different classes is not conducive to the 
comprehensive test of students' daily performance, ignoring the investigation of students' quality 
cultivation in the important events and at critical moments and also ignoring their actual 
performance in the second class, so the foundation of the masses is weak, and they are not 
representative [2]. Third, the lack of student community vitality: dedication of students in the 
community do not serve as aspect of evaluation, which is not conducive to cultivate a group of 
student leader and college youth needed for new era in colleges and universities. The above 
problems make the current construction of student party and league organization deviate from the 
actual needs of college students to some extent and weaken the role of student party and league 
organization as a battle fort. 

Accordingly, the guidance and help of party organization appear particularly important. The 
communist youth league of colleges and universities should adapt to the new changes and new 
characteristics of the times, the society and the youth should be realistic and pragmatic, keep pace 
with the times, and insist on reform and innovation. The youth league committee takes youth league 
members as the center, associates mass organizations as the link, and uses colorful extracurricular 
activities as the approach, the work of the mission not only meets the growing needs of the school, 
but also constantly adapts to the changes and development of young league members under the new 
situation. The party building leads the youth league building and the youth league building 
promotes the party building, so as to it can achieve a win-win situation. 

Party and League Cooperation is An Important Carrier for Students to Grow into Talents 

"Party building with the league building" is an important content of the theory and practice of 
party building in the new era [3]. Party building leads the league building, moves the center of 
gravity downward, and is close to the student group, which plays an important role in the growth of 
students. 

Full Play a Center Role of Thought Construction 

With the aid of the party branch in colleges and universities going into the league branch, the 
advantages of theory and practice of the party branch cab be used to guide the daily life and social 
practice of youth league branch, guide the youth to build a solemn spirit building in the heart, 
become the participants and the practitioners building socialist core value system , and absorb into 
their own values, sets up the process of synchronization in time, accord with the ideal faith of 
trajectory. 

Full Play the Basic Function of Organization Construction  

By strengthening grass-roots organization,  the students party members, cadres and youth 
students together can share theory study and theme resource platform, which makes the leading role 
of party organization and linking role of youth league organizations closely combine together, 
provides sufficient nutrients to better serve for the growing youth. 

Full Play the Important Platform of Cultural Construction 

We should carry out multi-level and multi-category cultural activities that meet the needs of 
youths themselves and the campus characteristics of colleges and universities. On the one hand, 
with the help of college students' union, student associations and other student self-governing 
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organizations, by using the practical activities of "promoting action by knowledge and seeking 
knowledge by action", we run through the socialist core values and guide young people to set up the 
correct three views; On the other hand, we should pay attention to youth vitality, build an important 
platform for young students to exercise their skills and improve their quality, integrate new ideas 
and vitality into mainstream values, arouse value resonance, and provide a driving force for cultural 
development in the new era. 

Full play to the important guarantee of system construction  

We should clarify standard constitutions, make the party and league organizations of students 
have basis in work and life, ensure their normal operation, enhance the cohesion and honor sense of 
the organization, and realize the coordinated development and common progress between 
individuals and organizations. 

Explore the Mode of Party and League Cooperation 

“The opinions of the CPC central committee on strengthening and improving the work of the 
party's mass organizations and youth groups” point out that the cause of mass organizations and 
youth groups is an important part of the party's cause, which shows the importance and urgency of 
strengthening and improving the work of the party's mass organizations and youth groups in the 
new era. Under this background, colleges and universities are going to explore a new model of 
student party and league cooperation [4]. 

Organizations Build 

To better grasp the properties of the branch built in the community and branch depends on the 
community, highlight community cadre's ability promotion and dedication, the party branch should 
combine closely with the community, make a  practical problems that is the community cadres 
have strong fluidity cover into branch advantage such as students with high qualification, inspection 
appraisal, and development object being strong impartiality. We formulate the practical rules and 
regulations and evaluation methods combining club activities and party branch activities, design 
and develop group activity to ensure the thought depth and covering breadth, combine daily 
examination and transaction management, develop and improve the responsibility system in order 
to ensure combination with the branch and personal work. In this way, a new cooperative mode of 
party branch and mass organization co-construction, co-integration of branch life and community 
activities, and co-consultation of evaluation and work assessment is built. 

Party Member Development 

Abide by the relevant rules of the communist party of China, according to the process of 
“recommending excellent league members into the party-determining activists - inspecting 
activists-determining development object-inspecting object-determining probationary party 
member- formal party member”, branch secretary for the principal leads inspecting team 
organization to investigate the probationary party member and submit the proposed development to 
higher party organization. Considering the mobility problem of student cadres, it can be solved in 
the following two ways: if the student is developed into a party member within the branch, but 
he/she does not continue to hold office in the affiliated society, it still belongs to the management 
and assessment of the party branch of the society; If it is not developed into a party member within 
the branch, it will flow to the party branch of the grade in which it belongs, and complete the 
transfer of organizational relations and personal files. 

The Operation Mode 

Development of party branch thoughts lead, theoretical study and practice activities should take 
branch as the center, grasp branch characteristics and advantages, unite all kinds of group 
organizations, bring new ideas, new spirit, and new deed into the branch. Firstly, we will strengthen 
institutional norms and guide the building of grass-roots youth league branches. The second is to 
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focus on ideological guidance and guide student association’s work. Thirdly, set a good example, 
guide young students to grow into talents. 

Effect Evaluation 

The effectiveness of branch construction is whether plays full the role of combat fort or not. The 
second is to see whether the development of branch members can play an exemplary role. Thirdly, 
it is necessary to see whether the branch can take the lead in giving play to the active role of 
"promoting league building" and be recognized by the student group. The branch has the vitality, 
the branch activity dependent develops, the result is remarkable, only when the branch member has 
the sense of belonging, and the general youth has the centripetal force. The above is the main way 
to test the actual results and implementation results of the joint construction of the party and the 
youth league in colleges and universities. 

Experience and Inspiration 

Adhere to Taking the Cultivating Socialist Core Values as the Core 

Socialist core values are the soul of cultural soft power and the core of cultural soft power 
construction. As the vanguard of inheriting and creating advanced culture, the party and the youth 
league of colleges and universities should not only build this battle fort jointly by the party and the 
youth league, but also include the cultivation of core values into the improvement of organizational 
vitality, and play a key role in strengthening the construction of the party organization and 
promoting the development of the youth league organization in the new era. This requires the party 
committees of colleges and universities to adhere to the socialist core value system, strengthen 
education guidance and institutional guarantee, take it as an important source of leading the cultural 
construction, and ideological and political education work of colleges and universities, promote the 
value orientation of the co-construction of the party and the youth league for college students, and 
cultivate new people with ideals, abilities and responsibilities. 

Adhere to Improve the Vitality of Student Party and League Organizations 

Under the new situation and environment, colleges and universities are generally faced with 
problems and challenges such as single standard for party member development, unstable mass 
foundation and insufficient vitality of student associations. Therefore, sorting out the differences 
and connections between "what is the youth need" and "the joint goal of the party and the youth 
league", grasping the biggest common ground and grasping the key issues are the primary tasks. 
And this also requires us to always take the new changes and new characteristics of the youth as an 
important research topic. The joint construction of the party and the youth league should conform to 
the thoughts of the youth, focus on the needs of the youth, and guide their actions, so that it cannot 
only meet the needs of the growing campus culture of colleges and universities, but also build a 
battle fort for the organization and construction of the student party and the youth league. 

Adhere to the Guidance of Meeting the Needs of Students to Grow into Talents 

"Party building with the league building" is an important content of the theory and practice of 
party building in the new era. It is also an important methodology for the organization of the party 
and the league to shift its center of gravity to help students grow into talents. Therefore, the party 
and league organizations should grasp the ideological construction and guide the youth to establish 
the ideal and faith that is synchronized with the progress of the times and in line with the 
development track. We should strengthen the construction of organizations and provide a platform 
for sharing resources for theoretical learning and practical activities of young people; construct the 
campus culture, let the youth vigor manifest in the campus characteristic activity, set up the correct 
three views, promotes the individual ability. We should attach importance to institutional guarantee 
and ensure that the youth themselves and the party and youth league organizations develop and 
make progress together. 
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